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Work on phoremic awareness and production practice 
with K & G students. The stories all centered on 
Initial, Medial and Final word positions for each story.
Each story includes: target word lists, comprehension 
questions for language and articulation studies. 
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Gertie’s Flowers

Gertie was a girl who planted flowers in the early summer.  Gertie weeded, fertilized 

and watered her flowers.  After the flowers grew, Gertie gathered some every few 

days and put them into a vase inside the house.  When the first frost arrived in the 

fall, the flowers died and Gertie said good-bye to her flowers.  Gertie knew that she 

had to wait until it got warm again to grow more flowers.

What was the girl’s name? __________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

Where did Gertie put the flowers after they grew? _____________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

What did Gertie have to say to her flowers after the first frost? _________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

Story 3: Initial G

Review the following words:

Gertie

gathered

girl

good-bye

grew

Initial G
:  Story 3
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Canoeing

Karen was at camp with her friend Cary.  It was time for canoeing and they wore 

bathing suites just in case they capsized.  They remembered some rules for safe 

canoeing.  Be careful entering a canoe; Only use the canoe on calm days.  Stay away 

from white water.  Karen and Cary had a turn paddling the canoe and followed all 

the rules.  They had fun and they were happy that they did not capsize.

Where were Karen and Cary? _______________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

Why did they wear bathing suites? __________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

Name two rules of safe canoeing? ___________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________

Story 3: Initial K

Review the following words:

Karen

Cary 

Canoeing 

Case

capsized

careful

calm

capsize

camp

canoe

Initial K
:  Story 3


